
1. X (and M, C, V and I) marks the spot 
There are secret numbers in Roman numerals above the entrance to the Museum. 
But why are they there? It all starts with an ancient Greek general/politician called 
Pericles. He wrote a speech over 2500 years ago about those who died in wars 
between Athenians and Spartans. 

Part of it is copied on the outside of this Museum. But this Museum wasn’t built to 
remember ancient Greeks, it was built as a memorial to New Zealanders who died 
in the First World War. So… the secret numbers above the quote remind us of that. 
1914 – 1918. Lest we Forget.

To check this fact, go out to the bottom of the steps and look up at the inscription. 

Here’s a clue. M = 1000, C = 100, X = 10, V = 5, I = 1. Google can also help fact check. 

Is it  FACT or  FAKE?

THE TĀMAKI TRUTH

2. A life on the waves
Just like humans, a ship can have many jobs in its lifetime. Take the SS Ionic, for 
example. She was built in Ireland in 1902 and carried refrigerated meat and (not 
refrigerated) passengers between England and New Zealand. But in the First 
World War, Ionic became an NZ troop ship and was almost torpedoed in the 
Mediterranean Sea. Luckily for those onboard the torpedo missed it by a few 
metres. Whew! 

After the war, the Ionic resumed its passenger duties as the RMS Ionic, but the 
years had taken its toll and the ship was scrapped in 1920. A ship’s life may be 
eventful but it isn’t long!

Fact check this tale in the Grand Foyer. Can you find the SS Ionic’s bell? 

Is it  FACT or  FAKE?

We are (usually) a fib-free zone. BUT… Harry Hack, our junior 

journalist got very excited and has written a few stories 

from sources (sources = where the story comes from) that 

are less than reliable. Help us root out the fake news. 

At the end of each story, there are clues to tell you where to 

look in the galleries to check the facts. Is it trustworthy or 

is it trickery? Simply add a tick to the FACT box if you find 

evidence that it’s true. Or if you think the story seems more 

rumour than reality, tick FAKE in the box provided.

(Remember some tales may be built around a seed of a fact, 

but they aren’t a true telling of the entire story.)

A newspaper that you can trust

Now that you’ve finished The Tāmaki 
Truth Trail, go back to where you started 
in the Grand Foyer. Pick up an answer 
form from the dispenciler, add your 
contact details, tick the Fact or 
Fake box for each story, and 
then post it into the slot. We’ll 
be drawing the winner on 
Monday 12 October. 

Create an Ad
Why don’t you come up with some false advertising of you 
own? An advert that will make people rush and buy your 
product; ie, popular pills, grow your own unicorn...
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Fake wordsearch 
There are lots of words that mean truth, but the words 
that mean fake or nonsense are so much more fun. See if 
you can find 12 of them here. 

TRUTH TIPSTRUTH TIPS #3 :#3 :
Beware of False AdvertisingBeware of False Advertising
Adverts in newspapers, TV, and online may Adverts in newspapers, TV, and online may 
look fascinating, but do they really do what look fascinating, but do they really do what 
they say? Can a ‘toilet mask’ or expensive they say? Can a ‘toilet mask’ or expensive 
face creams really get rid of wrinkles? face creams really get rid of wrinkles? 
(Nope) Does ‘hair vigor’ or flash shampoo (Nope) Does ‘hair vigor’ or flash shampoo 
really make hair grow back? (Nope again)  really make hair grow back? (Nope again)  
Remember; if it looks too good to be true – Remember; if it looks too good to be true – 
it probably is. it probably is. 

Harry Hack

TRUTH TIPSTRUTH TIPS #2: #2: 
Check the imagesCheck the images
If you see a photo online that If you see a photo online that 
you’re not sure is trustworthy, you’re not sure is trustworthy, 
you can reverse check it in you can reverse check it in 
Google. Google. 

If you’re on a mobile device, If you’re on a mobile device, 
just press and hold the image just press and hold the image 
(on a computer you right (on a computer you right 
click). Select ‘search google for click). Select ‘search google for 
this image’, then you can see this image’, then you can see 
where else it has been used where else it has been used 
or if it’s been changed and it or if it’s been changed and it 
might help you decide whether might help you decide whether 
it’s trustworthy or not.it’s trustworthy or not.

Here’s another one of George Bourne’s photos. This 
one has definitely been fiddled with, and not by George 
this time. There are all kinds of objects in there that you 
wouldn’t have found in a campsite over a hundred years 

ago. We call these ‘anachronisms’ (uh-na-kruh-ni-zms) – 
something in a time period in which it doesn’t belong. 
Someone has added 8 of these anachronistic items. 
Can you find them?

ANSWERS
Can you believe your eyes? 

 9 – Fake, 10 – Fake, 
 11 – Fact, 12 – Fake



 5. Stained Glass Gaff 
On the top floor, you’ll be able to clearly see the 
spectacular stained glass lead light above the Grand 
Foyer. This skylight shows the Coat of Arms of all the 
British Dominions and Colonies who fought with the 
allies during the First World War. But if you look closer, 
you’ll see something is missing. The designer forgot to 
put New Zealand’s Coat of Arms amongst the collection 
and by the time the mistake was discovered, it was too 
late to change it. Rest assured, New Zealanders did 
serve in the First World War.

Fact-check this story in the Colours Gallery, just off the 
WWI Hall of Memories on Level 2. Then draw the New 
Zealand Coat of Arms in the box provided.

 FACT  FAKE

 4. Moa Mania
It’s said that moa went extinct in the 1500’s. That’s 
about 500 years ago! But some moa survived the 
extinction and have been secretly living in the wild. 
However, they aren’t perfect at hiding. There have 
been sightings as recent as 1993, when a man called 
Paddy Freaney and a couple of his buddies were 
hiking in Arthur’s Pass, in the South Island. They came 
across a large bird over a metre tall, with red and 
brown feathers covering its entire body except its 
lower legs. The moa was startled by the men and took 
off running. The chaps gave chase and Paddy was 
able to take a photo of the bird. Watch out for ‘moa’ 
to come!

Fact check this story in Origins gallery beside the 
South Island Giant Moa. 

 FACT  FAKE

 6. Horrors of the Trenches
If you thought that the worst thing about war was the 
fighting, then think again. According to letters from the 
First World War, the soldiers in the trenches had other 
things to worry about too. In Gallipoli, soldiers were 
plagued by millions of flies which landed on their lunch 
in huge clouds, turning the entire surface of the food 
black. Ew. As if that wasn’t bad enough, when they 
made it to the Western Front, they were overrun with 
huge rats! These giant rodents scurried through the 
trenches nibbling through anything they could get their 
furry little claws on, generally making the life of the 
soldiers even more miserable. Yikes! 

Head into the Western Front trench in Scars on the 
Heart 1, to check this story’s facts. 

 FACT  FAKE

7. Queen Street’s Dirty Secret
Did you know there’s a secret stream under Queen 
Street? It’s called Waihorotiu and it wasn’t always 
hidden. When Europeans arrived and started building, 
Queen Street became a busy street – with a stream 
running down the centre of it! Planks were laid across 
to help people cross. But some people weren’t great 
at balancing and sometimes ended up in the stream. 
To say ‘stream’ is kind, because by that time all kinds 
of rubbish were being thrown into it, including raw 
sewage – that’s poos and wees to you… Yuck.

Walls were built around the stream, and it became 
known as the Ligar Canal. (Early Europeans loved to 
rename things.) But the new name didn’t change the 
smell! It was still a stinky, dangerous, “pestiferous” 
ditch, so eventually it was bricked over. The Waihorotiu 
stream still bubbles up and runs under Queen Street 
inside brick pipes. It’s probably much cleaner now. 

Go to the Sainsbury Horrocks gallery on the Second 
Floor, and find an image of the early Auckland 
waterfront to check this fact. 

 FACT  FAKE

8. Homegrown Heroines
It wasn’t just men who earned their stripes in wartime. 
In the Second World War women were recruited into 
the armed services too. The three most senior NZ 
servicewomen during the WWII were Wing Officer 
Frances Kain of the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force; 
Lieutenant Colonel Vida Jowett of the NZ Women’s 
Army Auxiliary Corps; and Chief Officer Hermione Ruth 
Herrick of the Women’s Royal NZ Naval Service.

More than 10,000 women served under them as pilots, 
drivers, signallers, radio operators, cooks, typists and 
much more. Kitty, Vida and Hermione were all given an 
OBE (Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British 
Empire) for their military service. Go, ladies!

Go to Pou Maumahara and look for evidence from our 
Online Cenotaph to fact-check these three women. 

 FACT  FAKE

Don’t forget to leave a virtual poppy.

TRUTH TIPSTRUTH TIPS #1: #1: 
How to Spot Fake News in Real LifeHow to Spot Fake News in Real Life
1. Check the source 1. Check the source 
You can search the source on Wikipedia. It might tell You can search the source on Wikipedia. It might tell 
you if it’s a real news site, a fake news site, or even a you if it’s a real news site, a fake news site, or even a 
joke site.joke site.

2. Check the Story2. Check the Story
Google the story to see if it’s been reported Google the story to see if it’s been reported 
somewhere else. If it’s in lots of places that you trust somewhere else. If it’s in lots of places that you trust 
(see #1), it’s probably true.(see #1), it’s probably true.

3. The Hidden History of the Kūmara
Early Polynesian navigators set out across the South 
Pacific Ocean using ancient skills passed down from 
generations. They navigated thousands of kilometres 
reading the sun, the stars, ocean swells, cloud 
formations and more. Early Polynesians arrived in 
Aotearoa around 1200 but before that, stories had 
been passed down that they travelled all the way to 
South America. Now there is scientific proof that early 
Polynesians did make it to South America. And the 
evidence is….the kūmara. Early kūmara in Aoteoroa 
have been genetically linked to South America, in the 
time before the Spanish arrived. Who would have 
thought the kūmara could hold such a story!

Find out if the kūmara did come from South America 
on the large map in Te Ao Tūroa, Māori Natural History 
Gallery, level 1.

 FACT  FAKE

CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR EYES?
Here are some images from the Museum’s collections. They 
are all taken by George Bourne, who was a photographer 
for the Auckland Weekly News for over 20 years. 

Which of George’s photos do you think are 
representations of reality and which are  
technological trickery? 

 FACT  FAKE

9.

 FACT  FAKE

10.

 FACT  FAKE

11.

 FACT  FAKE

12.

Draw the New Zealand Coat of Arms here.


